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Biography
Isle Royalle is comprised of:

Scott McGehee: Scott was introduced to electronic music by group member Chris Purdy, which

immediately sparked a strong interest in the genre. His favorite sub-genres within the scene are deep

house and melodic trance, citing the labels Anjunadeep and Silk Music as the true curators of such

sounds. Scott also DJs under the solo project Paper Fox where he recently released his 100th podcast.

During the normal business hours of the day, Scott is a professionally licensed engineer working for the

residential design firm that designs custom homes throughout the Carolina region.

Chris Purdy: Chris drew inspiration at an early age from the electronic performance that accompanied

the 2004 Summer Olympics. From that point on he began releasing seasonal mixtapes under the

moniker TwinCam (now CR/SP), with the iconic series 4 Doors to Daybreak. Chris draws inspiration from

Daley Padley’s (stage name Hot Since 82) coveted label Knee Deep in Sound, while also agreeing to the

stature of Anjuna releases. When Chris is not behind the one’s and two’s, he is busy working at the

executive level for the non-profit group PSI, headquartered in Washington, DC.

Isle Royalle was formed in 2014 after years of Scott and Chris practicing and performing together.

Although both are currently living in two separate cities, meetups are scheduled throughout the year to

catch up and to share their love of threading songs together while djing.

Experience / Venues Performed
The Get Down - Baltimore, Maryland 2015
A premiere nightclub destination for the underground electronic music scene, now Sir Duke.
Red Maple - Baltimore, Maryland 2015
An up-scale lounge with an iconic red maple tree that was encapsulated within an interior courtyard.
The Crown - Baltimore, Maryland 2016
An all acts venue with two separate stages that are incorporated into one ticket sale.
The Game - Baltimore, Maryland 2016
A sports venue designated for large scale sporting events and musical competitions.
Centre Lofts Rooftop Gathering - Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 2021
A sports venue designated for large scale sporting events and musical competitions.
Cavendish Brewery - Charlotte, North Carolina 2022
A weekly evening event that showcased the latest deep house releases.

Please check out current and previously released Isle Royalle, Paper Fox, and CR/SP compilations by
scanning the QR code at the top left corner of the page.


